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KEITH HOUNSLOW: MY JAZZ LIFE 
 
John Clare* surveys an autobiography on six CDs 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
[This article was first published in the Jun/Jul, 1999, edition of JazzChord.] 
 

he subtitle of Keith Hounslow’s My Jazz Life is 50 Years Of Playing Jazz in 
Australia, but if you are looking for opinions and academic themes, go browse, 
perchance to drowse, in the texts of journalists and professors. Keith 

Hounslow has given us a clear, uncomplicated view of a most fascinating current in 
Australia’s cultural life. Instead of transcriptions and descriptions, he has given us 
the music itself in examples that range from the early post war years of the 
traditional jazz revival to the electronically extended soundscapes of David Tolley. 
Astonishingly, for a man so full of self-doubt, Hounslow has given us a 
comprehensive record of his own artistic development. 
 

 
 
Keith Hounslow: for a man so full of self-doubt, Hounslow has given us a 
comprehensive record of his own artistic development… 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

*John Clare has written on diverse topics for most major Australian publications. He has 
published four books: Bodgie Dada: Australian Jazz Since 1945; Low Rent; Why 
Wangaratta?: Ten Years Of The Wangaratta Festival of Jazz; and Take Me Higher.  His 
website is at  http://johnclare.extempore.com.au/ 
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The first two discs are of Keith telling his story, with musical interludes, a linking 
narration by Ian Neil and comments from old colleagues and friends. Keith is in fact 
quite a complicated man, and he has very strong opinions, but in facing this task he 
has decided to avoid controversy and speculation (although he does admit to an 
aversion to the banjo in trad jazz - much preferring to hear it in bluegrass music). I 
repeat myself here, but the story is before us, with the simple clarity of Winesburg 
Ohio. 
 

Hounslow moved to Melbourne from Perth in the late 1940s, to be part of the 
burgeoning traditional jazz activity. He was recognized immediately as a different 
voice on the cornet, at a time when a number of individual stylists, including Roger 
Bell, John Sangster and Ade Monsbourgh, had already flowered. What was growing 
at the time, along with the music, was perhaps the largest bohemian network that 
Australia has harboured, connected as it was with rebellious movements in painting 
and poetry. It is one of the peculiar contradictions of the trad world that this 
bohemian fraternity should have Jazz Conventions, just like a bunch of sales reps. 
 
Keith is not interested in such nuances. What we get is the excitement of the early 
conventions, the comradeship that continues to this day, and a fairly wide-eyed view 
of unconventional living arrangements. Much later in the narration, Keith tells of his 
time with Frank Traynor’s Jazz Preachers. Here, we have the old larrikin trad subject 
to strict professionalism, in much the way that Louis Armstrong adhered rigidly to a 
crowd-pleasing program. The music was a business for Traynor, and yet the man was  
 

 
 
The portrait of Frank Traynor (above) is a marvellous one… PHOTO COURTESY 
AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
 
as eccentric as any of the fabled larrikins, and when it came down to it, the band was 
also a group of men for whom Traynor was prepared to go to bat, with all guns 
blazing and famous temper erupting – to mix metaphors for the hell of it. The 
portrait of Traynor is a marvellous one. 
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Glimpses of Frank Coughlan are also fascinating, and Keith’s recollections of the old 
Melbourne Musicians Club evoke a netherworld as rich and strange as McSlorley’s 
Wonderful Saloon. At various points Keith Hounslow’s extra-musical life is also 
revealed, in just enough detail to indicate the strains that musical passion can create. 
 

 
 
Hounslow recorded with the Ellingtonian cornetist Rex Stewart (above) who toured 
Australia with the Bell band… Hounslow played a nifty, rhythmic solo… 
 
During Keith’s early Melbourne years, the Ellingtonian cornetist Rex Stewart toured 
Australia with the Bell band. A Swaggie recording they made was the first Australian 
jazz that I ever bought, and it had, in addition to the powerful work of Stewart (the 
version of Mobile Bay is as strong as any he recorded), a nifty, rhythmic solo by 
Hounslow.  
 

 
 
Hounslow, snapped at Jazz Centre 44: playing very different music with the Brian 
Brown Quintet… 
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Soon after buying that record, I heard Hounslow in person, playing very different 
music with the Brian Brown Quintet at Jazz Centre 44 at St Kilda. By this time, 
Hounslow - driven bats by banjos - had a fully developed modern style. The later 
tracks on the first music disc (disc 3) preserve all that survives on record of the late 
1950s Brian Brown band with Stewart Speer, Barry Buckley, Keith, and David 
Martin. We are very lucky to have these sweeping performances. 
 

 
 
The front cover of the classic Brian Brown Quintet 1958 LP on 44 Records… we are 
very lucky to have these sweeping performances… 
 
And many another. In whatever context or style he plays, Hounslow maintains a 
rhythmic, meaningful, expressive and lyrical flow of ideas. In his celebrated McJad 
duets with pianist Tony Gould he draws from every corner of his experience, wielding 
the mutes to eerie, startling effect, breaking into percussive bop dances, making 
angled shapes from wide intervals, singing in a ringing open tone. One of the most 
remarkable juxtapositions can be found on disc 4, where he goes back to a completely 
convincing trad style for his stint with Traynor’s Jazz Preachers, then plays brilliant, 
utterly contemporary trumpet with Brian Brown’s band of the 1970s. The tracks Blue 
and Bells Make Me Sing show the academic thesis, that New Music had somehow 
transcended and replaced jazz by that time, to be nonsense. These are vivid, 
compelling tracks, and Keith’s solos in particular have an exhilarating lift and drive 
that simply does not occur in New Music - in which one might find other qualities. 
 
Of all Hounslow’s approaches, I like best his modern playing on open pocket 
trumpet, through which he projects one of the most beautiful sounds in Australian 
music. Hear how fast, clean and lyrical he is on Bells. How fiercely exciting. But one 
of the inspiring things about this invaluable archive is the way each style stands up 
strongly beside all the others. Trad tends to stomp. Bop can steam. The free form 
conversation with Roger Frampton zips and flies about in a kind of sub-atomic space. 
It is all joyful. 
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Hounslow’s modern playing on open pocket trumpet (see above) projects one of the 
most beautiful sounds in Australian music... PHOTO CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 
 
At the very end are tracks by what we might call Hounslow’s Kiama band - Grahame 
Conlon, Dieter Vogt and Jimmy Shaw, with the lovely tenor saxophone playing of 
Paul Williams added. In many ways this is a tale of two cities, with two important 
marine focal points: St Kilda in Melbourne and Kiama south of Sydney. Musically, it 
is a predominantly Melbourne feast. Ted Vining, Bob Sedergeen, Ian Chaplin and a 
host of others are here for posterity.  
 

 
 
Musically, it is a predominantly Melbourne feast, with Ian Chaplin (pictured here) 
and a host of others here for posterity... PHOTO CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 
 


